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Verb- denoted
Noun thats receiving - normality and abnormality of black consciousness
Noun thats doing - Whites

White people are making laws and making us think abnormal thoughts so that we can act
normal in their society.

Verb - disturbances
Noun thats receiving- black consciousness
Noun that doing- White dominance

White people make us think in ways that make us think that they are the authority and want to
keep them as the authority.



Verb - Instigated and maintained
Noun thats receiving- Pathological normalcy
Noun that doing- White supremacist establishment

White people have created and put into black people's minds, different  thoughts, emotions,
motivations and values than black people originally had so that they could have and continue to
have the society that they want.

Verb - exhibited
Noun thats receiving- symptoms
Noun that doing- Whites themselves

If white people were doing or thinking the same things as black people that are considered
normal by the white mental health establishment, then the white mental health establishment
would think that those white people were crazy.

Verb -  perpetuation
Noun thats receiving- White supremacy
Noun that doing- Black people

Black people do things that are considered normal but are actually harmful. Black people doing
those things helps white supremacy to continue and because those things help white
supremacy continue it makes it harder for black people to get liberation.



Verb - Unobserved and Adjudged
Noun thats receiving- disturbances of black consciousness
Noun that doing- White mental health establishment

The white mental health establishment either doest see the pathological normalcy in blacks or
says that the pathological normalcy in blacks is normal or ok because it helps them continue to
dominate over us.

Verb - deemed
Noun thats receiving- some pathological normal behaviors
Noun that doing- White mental health establishment

When black people show pathologically normal behaviors that are more than they are supposed
to white people get scared that black people will disrupt their normal and say that the behaviors
that black people are showing are abnormal, maladaptive or pathological.
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First sentence

Verb - Dissociative
Noun thats receiving- you
Noun that doing- yourself

When someone doesn't want to remember a bad experience that could try to separate
themselves from their mind so that they will not remember that experience and therefore not
experience that bad thing again.

Second sentence

Verb - loss
Noun thats receiving- pre trauma identity
Noun that doing- you

Because you separate yourself from your mind you forget very important memories that you had
before that bad thing happened. If you forget the very important memories that you had, it will
be harder for you to remember who you were before that bad thing happened. If you don't
remember who you were before then you forget important lessons and values that you had that
could be helpful.

Verb - founded
Noun thats receiving- white supremacy
Noun that doing- the amnesia of subordinate blacks



The amnesia of blacks as a hole is what white supremacy is built on.

Verb - deprive
Noun thats receiving- African population
Noun that doing- the white supremacist system

White people, with the help of their system, find ways to make sure that black people do not
know or remember our culture so that black people with not fight against their system.

Verb - eradication
Noun thats receiving- cultural/historical memories
Noun that doing- white people

White people destroyed our cultural and historical memories so that they could make an identity
for us that can be shaped and formed to fit their needs at any time.

Verb - be
Noun thats receiving- subordinate african
Noun that doing- subordinate african



The only way that blacks can serve the white system to the whites liking is for blacks to not
know who they are and their history.

Verb - discrepancy
Noun thats receiving- balck people's thinking
Noun that doing- white people

In order for white people to continue oppressing blacks they have to create and maintain a
difference in what black people think they were and what they actually are; what they think
themselves to be and what they truly are; and what they think the should be and what they must
be.

Verb - constructed
Noun thats receiving- foundation stones of white supremacy
Noun that doing- white people

White people use the fact that we don't know who we actually are to build and maintain white
supremacy.



First sentence

Verb - reclamation
Noun thats receiving- Black people
Noun that doing- Black people

If black people remembered their history, the fact that they are and always have been African
and their true identity, that would lead to the destruction of white supremacy.

Second sentence

Verb - Induced
Noun thats receiving- Amnesia
Noun that doing- White people

Because white people white white supremacy to continue, they feel like they have to continue to
make black people forget about things that put Africa in a positive light and continue to make not
knowing about Africa normal.

Verb - repression
Noun thats receiving- African history and culture
Noun that doing- Black people

When black people try to forget their knowledge of african history and culture they are also
trying to forget reality. Forgetting reality can make us become insane.

Verb - imposed



Noun thats receiving- historical/cultural amnesia
Noun that doing- white supremesest regime

Because white people have made us forget about our history and culture as a whole we forget
our past and because we forgot our past we cannot learn from our past. Also because we forgot
our past we can not use what we learned when it comes to relaitle and the right way to be in
reality.

Verb - reduces
Noun thats receiving- blacks capacity
Noun that doing- white people

Because of the amnesia that blacks have it is harder for us to know or understand the parts of
european history that are not the best parts.

Verb - engaging
Noun thats receiving- assessments
Noun that doing- black people

If blacks don't know their culture and the bad side of erosion culture, then it will be harder four
us to behave in ways that are good for us. It will also be harder for us to know how our
community should behave and how europeans normally behave.

Verb - compelled
Noun thats receiving- absence of self knowledge



Noun that doing- white people

Because black people have social amnesia, we don't know a lot about ourselves and that can
damage our sense of puppies and make us question if our existence has any meaning.

Verb - absence
Noun thats receiving- black people
Noun that doing- black people

Because balck people don't know about their culture and history or about their past black people
can't see or get things from their past  that could help them now or in the future.

Verb - misdirected
Noun thats receiving- black people
Noun that doing- white people

Because we don't know things about ourselves we can be taught things that will surve
europeans instead of us.

Verb - forced
Noun thats receiving- black people
Noun that doing- white people

If black people are being forced to forget their past they are also being forced to forget
knowledge and other very important things that were gathered by our ancestors over long
periods of time. That information was not easy to gather.



Sentence one

Verb - re invent
Noun thats receiving- black people
Noun that doing- re inventing

Black people have to re-learn stuff that our ancestors already knew.

Sentence two

Verb - destroyed
Noun thats receiving- senace of continuity and the foundation of foundational and collective
identity
Noun that doing- black people

Not knowing our history and mess up how we feel about being african and it can also mess with
what we think our personal identities are and what our people's identity is.

Verb - marked
Noun thats receiving- amnesia in black consciousness
Noun that doing- white people or black people - ?

If black people have annisia then that allows us to not think that we are african, not want to work
with one another and not know what they true reality is.
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Verb - Impairs
Noun thats receiving- our thinking
Noun that doing- blacks

When black people have amnesia, it can damage our ability to think properly in a lot of ways
because in ordered to be able to think in those ways you have to know what reality is.

Verb - limited
Noun thats receiving- africans thinking
Noun that doing- blacks

Because our ability to think in certain ways is damaged, most of the things we think about have
to do with what's happening now.

Verb - is
Noun thats receiving- consciousness
Noun that doing- blacks

Some of the problems that come with having amnesia is that it can became harder for us to
focus, harder for us to focus on what's going on in the moment and harder for us to remember
things.



Verb - enhance
Noun thats receiving- characteristics
Noun that doing- balck people

Because it's harder for us to focus and remember things, it becomes  easier for us to believe
false things about our history and about ourselves that have been made by white people. White
people created the false versions of our history and culture so that they could make themselves
seem like they were great or important.

Verb - Permits
Noun thats receiving- consciousness
Noun that doing- Africans

Because what we forget and what we remember can be controlled and shaped to the whites
liking, it is easier for the whites to make us think of  things like fashion, things that continue to
change. If we look and try to get those things for ourselves, then white people can profit off of
us.



Verb - reinforced
Noun thats receiving- amnesia
Noun that doing- whites

White people use the fact that we have anisis to input thoughts into us that make us what to be
and do things just like them. They also put thoughts into our mind that make us think that being
like them is the most important thing in life that you could do.

Verb - motivated
Noun thats receiving- revenge
Noun that doing- Blacks

Because we don't remember, we don't want to fight back against or make the white people
accountable for what they did and do to us. We also don't want to create a space where our
people have sovereignty. Because of things we are also, at the same time, destroying what we
think of our ancestors and ourselves.



Verb - pursuit
Noun thats receiving- The impossible dream
Noun that doing- Blacks

Thinking that we want to be like white people and acting like we want to be like white people
helps white people to continue to dominate over us without us reliving it.

Verb - Indict
Noun thats receiving- supremacist regim
Noun that doing- Black

Because we want to be like white people and be a part of their system we don't make the white
people pay for all of the stuff that they did to us.

Verb - committed
Noun thats receiving- perfect crime
Noun that doing- white people

Because we don't even think about making the white people pay for what they did, we accept
their apologies and don't require anything else. This means that the white people are still


